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Abstract 
The door is an important element of a building, playing an important role in 
shaping the character of a building together with functions and structures. To some 
extend, it is the essence of a building. The word “Door-fecade” has two kinds of 
meanings. One refers to the basic function of the door and the other refers to the 
appearance with more cultural and decorative elements.  
In a unique geographic location and climate condition, Sea Straw House of Lihai 
town, Weihai, Shandong epitomizes the local culture. The thesis takes it as the 
research subject. Starting from the basic meaning of “door”, the thesis analyzes from 
two aspects, the basic functions and the appearance, the structural components, 
decorative features, supplementary decorations and meanings, and the color system of 
the ‘door-fecade’. The thesis furthers the analysis through on-site investigation. The 
thesis also applies the methods of table analysis to the evolution of the materials used 
in the ‘door-fecade’, supplementary decorative features and cultural symbol of the 
‘door-fecade’, and the color analysis of the supplemental decorative features. The 
thesis unearths the underlying meaning of the ‘door-fecade’, and reveals the principals 
of designing implied by the ancient and plain see straw house, the pursuit of beauty 
and the desire for a happy life of the local natives。Further the thesis discusses the 
inheritance of the see straw door-fecade decoration, the implications of cultural value 
of the see straw house for modern environmental arts and decorative arts, from the 
aspects of dining space, exhibition space, living space and educational space.  
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图 4：山东威海俚岛镇的地理位置        图 5：灰白色屋顶的海草房独具特色
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